
Jack Austin
Rising Artist Jack Austin Releases a Vibrant Summer Single, ‘i got a

love!’, Out Now

Singer/songwriter Jack Austin has released his new single ‘i got a love!’. Listen now!

The lengths rising musicians and artists must go to in order to be seen and recognized are often
understated. It is an extremely daunting and demoralizing journey that only the bravest can take
on. Rising talent Jack Austin, however, takes challenges like these in his confident stride as he
impresses everyone with his single ‘i got a love!’, released on May 17th.

The song is an extremely competent effort by a young, promising musician, who defies the odds
and rockets himself to recognition. It has a very rich and vibrant contemporary surf-pop/rock
feel to it. First-time audiences can instantly get hooked to Jack Austin’s vivid imagery, witty and
playful lyricism, creative instrumentals, and incredibly addictive melodies.
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Listeners believe that Jack Austin’s music is in a league of its own because it proudly shows off a
wide array of emotions that are relatable to all listeners. He is motivated to continue to release
music that he is proud of and aspires to turn his life stories into songs.

Go to https://jackaustinmusic.com/ to find out more about him and his music, and to download
his songs. For interviews, reviews, collaborations, and live performances, feel free to reach out
through email. jackaustincontact@gmail.com

Bio:

Jack Austin is a critically acclaimed singer, performer, actor, and recording artist. He is currently
a student at Western Michigan University obtaining a Bachelor in Fine Arts in musical theatre
performance. Notably, Jack is a frequent performer at the Tony award-winning venue 54 Below
in New York City. He has performed and worked with many notable Broadway stars who have
been in shows such as Wicked, Dear Evan Hansen, Back to the Future, Into the Woods, Parade,

etc.

Jack is also a recording artist, and his song 'Veronica', has been critically acclaimed and
nominated. This past year he was nominated for Pop Vocalist of the Year and Pop Song of the
Year at the Josie Music Awards at the Grand Ole Opry in Nashville, Tennessee. His music is

available on all major streaming services. For more info on Jack's music, check out
www.jackaustinmusic.com

Jack recently starred in the debut of the brand new musical Boy on Billboard in Dallas, Texas
which will be making its NYC debut this summer. He will also be featured on its upcoming cast
recording album. Jack has also performed at the historic Barn Theatre in Augusta, Michigan.

Jack has gained mass exposure on the video-sharing app Tik Tok where he shares musical theatre
content. He has gained over 15 million views and over

75 thousand followers on the app.

Follow Jack Austin:
Website | Instagram | Facebook | YouTube | TikTok | Spotify
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